Toyota camry 2004

It won't win any design awards or run circles around its competitors, but when it comes to
practicality, value and refinement, few midsize sedans can top the Toyota Camry. Available
styles include LE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Toyota Camry. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota Camry lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Premium optional features are pricey, V6 isn't as powerful as others in the
class. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. For
the Toyota Camry, a new 3. Relative to last year's 3. Fortunately, Toyota has also boosted the 3.
Both V6 engines come standard with a five-speed automatic transmission this year. In other
news, a new trim has been introduced; the Limited Edition Camry comes in an exclusive
crystal-white color, and offers a unique front grille, standard foglamps and champagne-color
exterior badging. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Still Solid After a Decade. I bought
my Toyota Camry very slightly used - essentially new. It gave me more than ten years and more
than , miles of rock solid reliable use over its lifetime. The Camry performed and handled pretty
much as you would expect from a full-sized sedan of its class. It was designed as an everyday
workhorse sedan with an emphasis on dependability, fuel-efficiency, and utility. It excelled at
those traits and provided very satisfactory performance with the exception of the turning radius,
which seemed overly wide and could be a pain in parking lot situations. I never had any real
problem with acceleration when I needed it. Driving the Camry felt natural the ride was
comfortable. The technology in my vehicle featured some very nice convenience features - most
especially an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, auto-off headlights, and auto-locking doors. My
Camry also had powered driver seat adjustment. The car's interior was roomy and comfortable.
Its decor was tasteful and withstood ten-plus years of heavy use quite well. My only complaint
about the interior was that the lid latch on the center console broke and repairing it was too
expensive to be worth the cost. Cargo capacity in the Camry was more than satisfactory. It had
a spacious trunk and the rear seats could fold down if needed. This provided as much cargo
room as I could ask from a four-door sedan. The car's exterior characteristics were, on the
whole, very good. It had a pleasing design and it kept its quality throughout its life. The sole
outstanding negative of the Camry's body was that it had extremely low ground clearance,
which could lead to scraping the bottom of the front bumper or the undercarriage in some
cases. The Camry's safety seemed to be good. There was a recall on the side curtain air-bags,
including my own vehicle. Other than that, I always felt that it was a safe car and in the one
major collision I had with it - one which was not the fault of the car - the car was rugged enough
to prevent any personal injury. Reliability is perhaps the most famous aspect of Toyota's
reputation. In that regard, the Camry was absolutely incredible. Over the course of more than
ten years of hard use - including a number of trips crossing multiple states - it did not suffer a
single breakdown and had only one major component failure, that being a computer chip for the
air conditioning system. At ten years, I would still rely on the Camry to take my from coast to
coast without a second thought. And when I did replace this vehicle, I bought yet another
Camry. Read less. I bought mine used in with 20K on it. Just traded it in with , Never replaced
anything but the typical disposables! This car just goes and goes and never brakes down or
needs repairs. I wish they still built them like this. Best value and reliability! Still running great
bought anothe. If you change the oil, keep it tuned and do the very basics of car care Bought
this unloved Camry at an estate auction well below blue book because it had been wrecked. Had
17k on it when we bought it. Repairs were all original Toyota parts according to the local Toyota
dealer. Gave the car to the young male driver who's still driving it. At K the engine is not using
oil and the compression all checks good. I bought another Camry LE with 28K on it for the very
fact that we know that these cars go the distance if you do the basic maintenance. It now has
77k with no issues. You get a nice sedan that makes your bucks go a very very long way. I
recently drove my grandmothers camry on a mile round trip road trip with 4 adults and a trunk
full of stuff. At first, I was worried about the power because we were going to be going up and
down mountains all day, but there were no problems. Even up the steepest grades, no power

was lost and it even stayed in overdrive. A majority of the time the car was pushing 80, and the
ride was very relaxing with no road noise and responsive steering. It was a very comfortable car
to ride in and the trip average was 30mpg both ways. The car has 68, miles and the only thing
that was ever replaced were tires, brakes 65, miles and a steering bushing. See all reviews of
the Used Toyota Camry. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Camry. Sign Up. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Worked with Tony got financing, and
the Jeep got sold to another buyer at the last minute was not happy with the lack of
communication with him and his partner. Quick responses, transparent, and honest. Would do
business with again. Thanks so much! I really appreciate the follow up and information they
provided. I would recommend. I believe the dealership contacted me in regards to my request.
Good response time in getting information back to the customer. Communication between
United Star Motors was very good through texts and phone calls. I live out of the area and they
answered my calls to let me know the vehicle was still available did not want to be on the road
just to find out it was sold. They pleasantly worked with me on a fair deal and I drove home with
our Camry. Found other dealers not to have engaged in this activity. Yes this dealership contact
me right away and they gave me the information I needed and they were very polite and
professional thank you. The RAV4 has check engine lights on after a test drive. They quickly got
it into their shop and looked up the codes. Very nice and helpful on phone. Made appointment
to view trucks at location, due to bad weather had to cancel and they were very understanding.
Will definately be going as soon as weather allows. Lot was snowed in waited over an hour the
car was nit dug out. Very disappointed. Great buying experience. No pressure, friendly and
extremely helpful. Don't expect a glass and chrome building. Look for very good cars at very
fair prices. Had them fax papers to my bank on a Wednesday told them I'd be there with the
check on Saturday. They told me ok see you then. Picked up the check on Friday to make the 2
hour trip on Saturday and called for the VIN to get insurance set up and they sold the car out
from under me 10 minutes before. So now I have a check made out to them have to wait till
Monday to try to fix it with the bank. I just feel this was a horrible way to do business and they
will never have my business. My experience was good. John was very nice we spoke a week
before I seen the truck John kept me up on what was going on with the truck I like that be up
front. Description was not accurate. Vehicle had a failed inspection sticker and required a lot of
work to pass inspection. I found this pickup on CarGurus and scheduled an appointment to
check it out. Had no intention to buy, just look at it. After test driving and showing interest, they
offered a deal I couldn't refuse. Time will tell if it was worth it not. It won't let me leave no stars! I
say that because the sales man never replied when i called or text and then tells me its sold a
week later. The Toyota Camry was completely redesigned in , so not much changed for the
model of this consistent best-seller. It still maintains the Camry's signature conservative
styling, comfortable interior, easy and accessible controls and solid reputation for reliability.
Like the Camrys that came before it, the Toyota Camry is a car for people who don't want a lot
of bells and whistles but who are looking for features and quality beyond an entry-level car.
Though the LE is the base model, it still comes nicely equipped, including power windows,
mirrors and locks with remote keyless entry. The SE comes with the expected sporty features,
such as higher-rated shocks, bigger wheels and higher-effort steering. It also comes standard
with a moon roof. The XLE is the luxury model, coming equipped with automatic temperature
control, power seats and a six-disc in-dash CD player. All three trims come standard with a
four-cylinder engine and are available with a v6 engine. New for is the optional 3. Drivers love
the Toyota Camry because it is a good solid car, with a comfortable interior, smooth ride and
little time spent in the shop. One of the biggest complaints about the Toyota Camry is that it
looks boring and drives boring. Another more noteworthy complaint from some is that the
brakes are mushy without ABS. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Camry listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Noah. Greenwood, IN Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment.

Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market
average! We are excited to offer this Toyota Camry. How to protect your purchase? This
wonderfully fuel-efficient vehicle offers a supple ride, quick acceleration and superior styling
without sacrificing MPGs. This low mileage Toyota Camry has barely been touched. It's the next
best thing to buying new. You could keep looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle
right here. Call or Click today to reserve a test drive. With America's best New Car Warranty and
1 in customer loyalty 9 years in a row, let us show you how easy it is to buy your next car at Bob
Howard Hyundai. Call Zoom Home test-drives and delivery available! Recent Arrival! Buy or
lease from the comfort of your home! Save up to two hours at the dealership with a Fast Pass a truly contact-free process! View pricing and payment options, research and choose protection
products, arrange financing and even upload needed documents! Your number one source for
used cars in Rockford! Over to choose from! Free Autocheck! Our commitment to customer
service is second-to-none. Just ask. We'll be happy to answer any questions. It's worth the call
or email. Fully serviced in our award winning West Hills Auto Plex service department. All our
cars go through a rigorous service inspection that rivals the Manufacturer Certified Program.
You can be confident that every used car we sell will be trouble free and reliable! Good News!
Just the right size to accommodate all your needs. It has room for passengers and plenty of
trunk space. The vehicle shines with an exquisite blue finish. If you have a quick question about
this unit, don't hesitate to call. We also have a Great Service Department that can help you save
thousands of dollars in the future. Here at Driver's Way, we choose the best of our trade-ins like
this silver Toyota Camry LE that is available to customers on a budget. These AS IS vehicles do
not come up for grabs very often, so you better act fast and make this Camry yours today! Buy
with confidence at Kings Toyota! We offer a 72 Hour used car exchange policy, plus each
vehicle is reconditioned to Kings Toyota standards and has passed over service quality
assurance checkpoints! We also provide a free CarFax history report with each vehicle! For
fastest response and best service please call Kevin at Just passed inspection with flying colors.
Very strong engine and transmission. Everything works the way it is suppose to. We are located
2 miles West of Short Pump. At 23 Broad St Rd. Manakin Sabot, Va. Come on down or give us a
call at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents.
Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Still
Solid After a Decade. I bought my Toyota Camry very slightly used - essentially new. It gave me
more than ten years and more than , miles of rock solid reliable use over its lifetime. The Camry
performed and handled pretty much as you would expect from a full-sized sedan of its class. It
was designed as an everyday workhorse sedan with an emphasis on dependability,
fuel-efficiency, and utility. It excelled at those traits and provided very satisfactory performance
with the exception of the turning radius, which seemed overly wide and could be a pain in
parking lot situations. I never had any real problem with acceleration when I needed it. Driving
the Camry felt natural the ride was comfortable. The technology in my vehicle featured some
very nice convenience features - most especially an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, auto-off
headlights, and auto-locking doors. My Camry also had powered driver seat adjustment. The
car's interior was roomy and comfortable. Its decor was tasteful and withstood ten-plus years of
heavy use quite well. My only complaint about the interior was that the lid latch on the center
console broke and repairing it was too expensive to be worth the cost. Cargo capacity in the
Camry was more than satisfactory. It had a spacious trunk and the rear seats could fold down if
needed. This provided as much cargo room as I could ask from a four-door sedan. The car's
exterior characteristics were, on the whole, very good. It had a pleasing design and it kept its
quality throughout its life. The sole outstanding negative of the Camry's body was that it had
extremely low ground clearance, which could lead to scraping the bottom of the front bumper or
the undercarriage in some cases. The Camry's safety seemed to be good. There was a recall on
the side curtain air-bags, including my own vehicle. Other than that, I always felt that it was a
safe car and in the one major collision I had with it - one which was not the fault of the car - the
car was rugged enough to prevent any personal injury. Reliability is perhaps the most famous
aspect of Toyota's reputation. In that regard, the Camry was absolutely incredible. Over the
course of more than ten years of hard use - including a number of trips crossing multiple states
- it did not suffer a single breakdown and had only one major component failure, that being a
computer chip for the air conditioning system. At ten years, I would still rely on the Camry to
take my from coast to coast without a second thought. And when I did replace this vehicle, I
bought yet another Camry. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports

have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
bulldog car wiring diagrams
class 2 serial data wire
ez go golf cart controller
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

